
Colors and Clothing Lesson Plan 
Assumed knowledge: (masc. sg. nom) color terms; clothing 
Goal: Allow students to describe the color of objects 
Grammar: grammatical gender (introduction/reinforcement) 
 
Slides 2-4: Ask students to name the items of clothing. Try to elicit “голубой рюкзак” etc. from 
students with questions like «Какой этот рюкзак?» Move on to slides 5-7. A student might 
eagerly supply an answer. Take the opportunity to correct them, and stress «голубая футболка». 
Continue asking students to name the clothing, and try to elicit appropriate adjectives from them. 
Practice endings w/choral repetition, creative mishearing, etc. Go back and review/reinforce as 
necessary. For slides 8-9, and 10-12, supply forms голубое and голубые. Take a minute to 
pause, let students process. Ask a few to write on the board the different forms of голубой. Then 
ask other students to fill in various items under appropriate adjectives. Ask what the nouns have 
in common with each other. Introduce the idea that adjectives have to agree with the nouns they 
modify. 
 
Continue above process with чёрный and красный. Ask students to name the objects and to 
describe them. Continue with boardwork, and grouping masculine, feminine, neuter, and plural 
items with appropriate adjectives. After finishing the ppt, ask students to put other nouns in 
appropriate categories. Elicit descriptions of the colors of other objects in the classroom from 
students. Start with masculine objects like рюкзак, свитер, галстук, etc., then incorporate 
feminine, neuter, and pl. objects. 
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